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Abstract
A mechanism for the enhancement for proton lifetime in supersymmetric/supergravity
(SUSY/SUGRA) grand unified theories (GUTs) and in string theory models is discussed where Hig-
gsino mediated proton decay arising from color triplets (anti-triplets) with charges Q = −1/3(1/3)
and Q = −4/3(4/3) is suppressed by an internal cancellation due to contributions from different
sources. We exhibit the mechanism for an SU(5) model with 45H + 45H Higgs multiplets in addi-
tion to the usual Higgs structure of the minimal model. This model contains both Q = −1/3(1/3)
and Q = −4/3(4/3) Higgs color triplets (anti-triplets) and simple constraints allow for a complete
suppression of Higgsino mediated proton decay. Suppression of proton decay in an SU(5) model
with Planck scale contributions is also considered. The suppression mechanism is then exhibited
for an SO(10) model with a unified Higgs structure involving 144H + 144H representations. The
SU(5) decomposition of 144H+144H contains 5H+5¯H and 45H+45H and the cancellation mecha-
nism arises among these contributions which mirrror the SU(5) case. The cancellation mechanism
appears to be more generally valid for a larger class of unification models. Specifically the can-
cellation mechanism may play a role in string model constructions to suppress proton decay from
dimension five operators. The mechanism allows for the suppression of proton decay consistent
with current data allowing for the possibility that proton decay may be visible in the next round
of nucleon stability experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Grand unification and strings are attractive schemes for the unification of interac-
tions. One consequence of grand unification is that one has baryon and lepton number
non-conservation which can lead to proton decay[1, 2, 3] and a similar phenomenon oc-
curs in string models (for a review see [4]). In supersymmetric and supergravity GUT
theories[5, 6] baryon and lepton number violating dimension five operators are the domi-
nant contributions[7, 8]. These contributions are now stringently constrained by experiment.
Thus the analysis of Ref.[9] indicates that the minimal SU(5) even in the decoupling limit
is eliminated[9] (we note in passing that the minimal SU(5) model is eliminated in any case
since it fails to reproduce the fermion masses) and further that supersymmetric grand unifi-
cation in general may also be under siege[10] due to the current experimental lower limits on
the proton lifetime[11, 12]. While there are ways to lift the siege (see, e.g., [13]) the proton
lifetime limit is certainly one of the most important constraints on grand unification and
on string models, and is likely to become even more stringent as the error corridor on the
predictions decrease and the lower limits from experiment improve. Several possible avenues
for suppressing proton decay have already been discussed in the literature from mild sup-
pression using textures[14], and CP phases[15] to stronger suppression[16], and suppression
up to the current limit of experiment [17]. Here we add to this list the cancellation mech-
anism for the suppression of proton decay from dimension five operators which is inspired
by a similar mechanism used to suppress the EDM of the electron and of the neutron in
supersymmetric theories[18].
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows: in Sec. II we discuss the constraints
necessary for the suppression of baryon and lepton number violating dimension five operators
arising from Higgsino exchange. These constraints are valid both for grand unified theories
as well as for models arising from strings. In Sec. III we discuss an SU(5) grand unification
model where we include a 45+45 plet of Higgs in addition to the usual Higgs structure of the
minimal SU(5). We show that a suppression of the dimension five operators can be achieved
in this case via a cancellation between contributions from the 5H+5¯H and from the 45H+45H .
In Sec. IV we discuss the cancellation mechanism for an SU(5) model with Planck scale
contributions . In Sec. V, we extend this analysis to SO(10) GUT, where we consider the
recently proposed model based on a unified Higgs sector. Specifically, we consider the model
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where the Higgs sector consists of the SO(10) irreducible representations 144H+144H , which
allow one to break the SO(10) gauge group all the way down to SU(3)C×U(1)em. The SU(5)
decomposition of 144H(144H) contains 45H(45H) of SU(5) Higgs representations. Thus in
this case a mechanism similar to that of Sec. III for the cancellation of baryon and lepton
number violating dimension five operators can also be implemented. While the analyses in
Secs. III- V are for specific models, the cancellation mechanism for the suppression of baryon
and lepton number violating dimension five operators may be more general and applicable
to a larger class of models. Conclusions are given in Sec. VI.
II. SUPPRESSION OF HIGGSINO MEDIATED PROTON DECAY IN GUTS
AND STRINGS
In this section we consider the constraints that are necessary for the suppression or
complete elimination of all baryon and lepton number violating dimension five operators in
grand unified or in string theory models. Thus in such models below the unification scale
for grand unified theory or below the string scale for string theory the Standard Model
gauge group invariance, i.e., invariance under SU(3)C × SU(2) × U(1)Y prevails. For the
sake of the analysis below we assume that the doublet-triplet problem is resolved with one
pair of Higgs doublets light and all the remaining Higgs doublets and all the Higgs triplets
are heavy. Now grand unified theories and string theories in general will generate Higgs
triplets (anti-triplets) with charges Q = −1/3(1/3) and Q = −4/3(4/3). We denote the
Higgs triplets (anti-triplets) with charges Q = −1/3(1/3) by Hαq (H ′qα) (q = 1, 2, .., n) and
α = 1, 2, 3 is the color index, and Higgs triplets (anti-triplets) with charges Q = −4/3(4/3)
by H˜αq′(H˜
′
q′α) (q
′ = 1, 2, .., m). The SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y invariant superpotential below
the unification scale may then be written as
(H ′qαMqpHαp + JqαHαq +H ′qαKαq )
+(H˜ ′q′αM˜q′p′H˜αp′ + J˜q′αH˜αq′ + H˜ ′q′αK˜αq′). (1)
For the matter content of MSSM, with three generations of quarks and leptons, the sources
J and K have the following form
Jqα = f
(1)
qa´b´
ǫαβγQ
β
a´Q
γ
b´
+ f
(2)
qa´b´
UCa´αE
C
b´
Kαp = f
(1)′
pa´b´
Qαa´Lb´ + f
(2)′
pa´b´
ǫαβγUCa´βD
C
b´γ
. (2)
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Here Qa´ (Lb´) are quark(lepton) SU(2)L doublets, and U
C
a´ , D
C
b´
(ECa´ ) are SU(2)L singlets,
where a´, b´ = 1, 2, 3 are the generation indices. For the tilde sources J˜ and K˜ one has the
form
J˜q′α = f˜q′a´b´D
C
a´αE
C
b´
, K˜αp′ = f˜
′
p′a´b´
ǫαβγUCa´βU
C
b´γ
. (3)
Now suppose we make unitary transformation and go to a basis where only H1 and H
′
1 (in
the new basis) couple with the matter fields. Then it is easily seen that the condition that
kills the baryon and lepton number violating dimension five operators of LLLL type is as
follows
(U
(1)
a´b´
MV (1)T
c´d´
)−111 + Λ
QG
a´b´c´d´
= 0, (4)
while for the suppression of baryon and lepton number violating interactions of type RRRR
one has the constraint
(U
(2)
a´b´
MV (2)T
c´d´
)−111 + (U˜a´b´M˜V˜ Tc´d´)−111 + Λ˜QGa´b´c´d´ = 0, (5)
Here U and V , and U˜ and V˜ are unitary matrices that take us to the basis where only H1
and H ′1 couple with matter. We note that the matrices M and M˜ as well as the sources
J,K, J˜, K˜ may contain Planck scale contributions as exhibited explicitly in Sec.(IV). How-
ever, in addition one may have quantum gravity (QG) corrections which we have exhibited
by ΛQG and Λ˜QG terms in Eqs. (4) and (5) to take account of such effects. In this work
we do not consider the quantum gravity corrections although such corrections could also
be utilized for the suppression of B&L violating dimension five operators6 in grand unified
and string theory models. If we are already in the basis where only H1 and H
′
1 couple with
matter, then U (1) = I = V (1), U (2) = I = V (2), and U˜ = I = V˜ , and if we ignore the
quantum gravity effects then one gets the familiar condition[19] M−111 = 0 when only the
Higgs triplets (anti-triplets) with charges Q = −1/3(1/3) are considered in the analysis.
The constraints of Eqs.(4) and (5) together are then sufficient to kill all baryon and lepton
number violating dimension five operators in any grand unified theory or in any string theory
model arising from Higgsino exchange. The constraints of Eqs.(4) and (5) are very stringent
because of their dependence on generation indices. However, significant simplification will
occur in specific unified models. Below we discuss two models, one in SU(5) and the other in
SO(10) where the constraints of Eqs.(4) and (5) can be satisfied by internal cancellations. In
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the analysis below we consider cases where proton decay is suppressed via the cancellation
mechanism both in the absence of the Planck scale contributions (Sec.III) as well as when
Planck scale contributions are taken into account (Secs IV and V).
III. THE CANCELLATION MECHANISM IN SU(5) GRAND UNIFICATION
In this section we illustrate the satisfaction of Eqs.(4) and (5) in the context of an SU(5)
model. The Higgs sector of the minimal SU(5) model consists of a 24H of Higgs to break
the GUT symmetry and a pair of 5H + 5¯H to break the electro-weak symmetry. Typically
in this model a fine tuning is needed to obtain the doublet-triplet splitting. We expand now
the Higgs sector by inclusion of a pair of 45H +45H of Higgs (for the use of 45 plet in SU(5)
model building see [20]). In this case the superpotential for the Yukawa couplings is of the
form
WY = f1a´b´10a´.10b´.5H + f
′
1a´b´
10a´.5¯b´.5¯H
+f2a´b´10a´.10b´.45H + f
′
2a´b´
10a´.5¯b´.45H . (6)
For the Higgs superpotential we choose
WH = M55¯H5H + h15¯H .24H .5H + h25¯H .24H .45H + h35H .24H .45H
+h4M45H.45H + h
′W ′H(24H). (7)
Here W ′H(24H) generates spontaneous breaking producing a VEV of the form
< 24H >= diag(2, 2, 2,−3,−3)M, (8)
and breaks SU(5)→ SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)Y and we assume that there is no VEV growth
for the 45 plet of Higgs. In the above we adopt the fine tuning that is conventionally used
to produce a light Higgs . We exhibit this explicitly. The Higgs doublets arise from both
5H + 5¯H and from 45 + 45H and we denote these by H
a(5H), P
a(45H), and by H
′
a(5¯H),
Qa(45H). The mass matrix is given by
Ha P a
H ′a
Qa

Md11 Md12
Md21 M
d
22

 , (9)
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where for the model of Eq.(7)
Md11 = −3Mh1 +M5, Md12 = −5
√
3
2
√
2
Mh2, M
d
21 = −5
√
3
2
√
2
Mh3,
Md22 =Mh4. (10)
We denote the Higgs triplets by Hα(5144), Q
α(5144), P
α(45144) and the anti-triplets by
H ′α(5¯144), Qα(45144), Pα(5144). Here H
α, Qα (H ′α, Qα) have charges −1/3(1/3) while Qα
(Pα) have charges -4/3(4/3). In the basis where the columns are H
α, P α, Qα and the rows
are H ′α, Qα, Pα, the Higgs triplet mass matrix has the following form
Hα P α Qα
H ′α
Qα
Pα


M11 M12 0
M21 M22 0
0 0 M33

 , (11)
where for the model of Eq.(7)
M11 = 2Mh1 +M5, M12 = − 5√2Mh2, M21 = − 5√2Mh3,
M22 =Mh4, M33 = Mh4. (12)
From Eq.(9) one finds that all the doublets are heavy and one needs a fine tuning to get a
light Higgs doublet. This fine tuning condition is
h4 = −25M
4M¯
h2h3(h1 − M5
3M
)−1 (13)
With this constraint the second pair of Higgs doublets are heavy and do not participate
in low energy physics. Further, with the constraint of Eq.(13) all the three Higgs triplets
given by Eq.(11) are heavy.
The Higgs triplet interactions are
Wint = (J1αH
α + J2αP
α +H ′αK
α
1 +QαK
α′
2 )
+(J˜αQ
α + K˜αPα), (14)
where Jα1 , K1α etc. are the matter currents to which the color Higgs fields couple. We
assume that J1, K1 arise from 5H + 5¯H Higgs couplings, while the J2, K2 and J˜ , K˜ arise
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from 45H + 45H . In order to satisfy the constraint of Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) we make specific
assumptions regarding the generational dependence of 45H Higgs couplings relative to the
5H Higgs couplings, and of 45H Higgs coupling relative to the 5¯H Higgs couplings as follows
f2a´b´ = λf1a´b´, f
′
2a´b´
= λ′f ′
1a´b´
. (15)
In this case in the analysis of baryon and lepton number violating dimension five operators
the generational dependence factors out and the entire left hand side of Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) is
proportional to f1a´b´f
′
1c´d´
. On eliminating the Higgs triplets fields one finds lepton and baryon
number violating operator of chirality LLLL and of chirality RRRR. The LLLL operators
arise from the elimination of the heavy Higgs fields H ′α, Qα;H
α, P α with charges ±1
3
. The
cancellation condition in this case is
4∑
i=1
CLi (λ, λ
′)h′i = 0 (16)
Here h′1 = (h1 + M5/2M), h
′
i = hi (i=2,3,4), and C
L
i (λ, λ
′) is a polynomial of the type
(aL + bLλ + cLλ
′ + dLλλ′) where aL etc are numerical co-efficients. For the B&L violating
dimension five operators of chirality RRRR, one finds that the contributions to them arise
from the elimination of the heavy Higgs fields H ′α, Qα;H
α, P α as well as from the elimination
of the Higgs tripelts Pa, Q
a with charges ±4
3
. The cancellation condition in this case is
4∑
i=1
CRi (λ, λ
′)
M¯
M
h4h
′
i − λλ′det(H) = 0 (17)
where det(H) = (2 M¯
M
h′1h4 − 252 h2h3) and where CRi are defined analogous to CLi . Eqs
(13),(16),(17) constitute three constraints on four Higgs couplings hi (i=1-4) and thus can
be satisfied leaving one parameter still arbitrary. Specifically, there are no constraints aside
from the parallelity condition of Eq.(15) on the matter couplings of the Higgs which can
thus be used to fix the textures.
IV. THE CANCELLATIONMECHANISM IN AN SU(5)MODELWITH PLANCK
SCALE CONTRIBUTIONS
In Secs (III) we have given an explicit demonstration of an SU(5) model where the
cancellation mechanism leads to a suppression of proton decay. The analysis of Sec.III,
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however, did not have any Planck scale contributions . In this section we give a further
example of the cancellation mechanism in the context of an SU(5) model including Planck
scale contributions . Such Planck scale contributions are used to generate the hierachical
stuctures for the quark-lepton textures. Thus in the notation of Sec.III we may write the
effective superpotential at the GUT scale including Planck scale corrections in the form
W =
∑
n
(
f1n5.10.5H
Σn
MnP l
+ f2n10.10.5H
Σn
MnP l
)
(18)
where the couplings are written in a schematic form. After spontaneous breaking Σ develops
a VEV of size M (see Eq. (8)) and the above contribute terms suppressed by powers of
(M/MP l)
n. An analysis of the quark-lepton textures using expansions up to (Σ/MP l)
3 was
carried out in [14]. The above analysis has been extended recently to include expansions
up to (Σ/MP l)
4[21]. The co-efficients a5L(a5R) of the effective B&L violating dimension 5
operators LLLL (RRRR) take the form
aa´b´c´d´5L = f
(1)
qa´b´
f
(1)′
pc´d´
, aa´b´c´d´5R = f
(2)
qa´b´
f
(2)′
pc´d´
, (19)
where f
(1)
qa´b´
, f
(1)′
pc´d´
etc are as defined by Eq.(2). Specifically f
(1)
qa´b´
, f
(1)′
pc´d´
etc are effective couplings
which are expansions in the Planck scale contributions . Their forms are explicitly exhibited
in [21]. With the larger number of couplings available it is then possible to satisfy all the
quark lepton textures. Further, one finds that solutions allow for the possibility that[21]
f
(1)′
pc´d´
= 0 = f
(2)′
pc´d´
which completely suppress the B&L violating dimension five operators.
This is an example of the cancellation mechanism where Planck scale corrections allow for
the suppression of proton decay.
V. SUPPRESSION OF BARYON AND LEPTON NUMBER VIOLATING DI-
MENSION FIVE OPERATORS IN AN SO(10) MODEL
In the SU(5) model of Sec.III we saw that if there are more than one pair of Higgs triplets
contributing to the generation of baryon and lepton number violating interactions, then there
is the possibility of a partial or complete cancellation of these operators. In Sec,IV we saw the
phenomenon of cancellation an SU(5) model with Planck scale contributions . We consider
now the SO(10) case. There is already a considerable literature on model building in SO(10)
(for some recent works see[17, 22, 23]). Here we will consider the SO(10) model proposed
recently with one step breaking down to the Standard Model gauge group and further down
to the residual gauge group SU(3)C × U(1)Y using 144H + 144H of Higgs[24]. This case
combines some features of the models discussed in Sec.III and in Sec.IV. Thus the model
has more than one pair of Higgs triplets, and further, it has Planck scale contributions . Thus
the quark-lepton masses for the first two generations (see Sec(VC) ) arise from the Planck
scale contributions , while that of the third generation arise from the cubic interactions
(see Eq.(43)). We will compute the lepton and baryon number violating interactions for
this model and show that a complete suppression of baryon and lepton number violating
dimension 5 operators can occur in this case.
We begin by exhibiting the decomposition of 144 under SU(5)× U(1). Here one finds
144 = 5(Qi)[3] + 5¯(Qi)[7] + 10(Q
ij)[−1] + 15(Qij(S))[−1]
+24(Qij)[−5] + 40(Qijkl )[−1] + 45(Qijk)[3], (20)
where i, j, k are the SU(5) indices and a similar decomposition of 144 holds so that we have
144 = 5¯(Pi)[−3] + 5(Pi)[−7] + 10(Pij)[1] + 15(P(S)ij )[1]
+24(Pij)[5] + 40(P
l
ijk)[1] + 45(P
ij
k )[−3]. (21)
We note that the decomposition of 144H + 144H contains 5 + 5¯ pairs of Higgs, as well as
a pair of 45H + 45H of Higgs. Thus in this sense it contains the essential ingredients of
the SU(5) model which has 5 + 5¯ and 45H + 45H of Higgs fields. There is then a good
chance that a cancellation mechanism works in this case as well. We will show later in this
section that this is indeed the case. The analysis in the rest of this section is as follows: in
Sec. (VA) we give a brief discussion of spontaneous breaking with 144H +144H of Higgs. In
Sec. (VB) we discuss the doublet -triplet splitting. In Sec. (VC) we give an SU(5) × U(1)
decomposition of couplings of matter and Higgs. Here we analyze quartic interactions as
well as cubic interactions[25] when additional 10 and 45 of matter are introduced in order to
generate large masses for the third generation of quarks and leptons. An analysis of baryon
and lepton number violating interactions is given in Sec. (VD) where the condition for the
complete suppression of baryon and lepton number violating LLLL and RRRR operators by
the cancellation mechanism is discussed.
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A. Spontaneous symmetry breaking
To discuss the spontaneous breaking with 144H+144H of Higgs, we consider the following
form for the superpotential
W = M(144H × 144H)
+
λ451
M ′
(144H × 144H)451(144H × 144H)451
+
λ452
M ′
(144H × 144H)452(144H × 144H)452
+
λ210
M ′
(144H × 144H)210(144H × 144H)210.
(22)
In the above the 451, 452 and 210 couplings are defined as follows
(144H × 144H)451(144H × 144H)451 =< Ψ∗(−)µ|BΣρλ|Ψ(+)µ >< Ψ∗(−)ν |BΣρλ|Ψ(+)ν > (23)
(144H × 144H)452(144H × 144H)452 =< Ψ∗(−)[µ|B|Ψ(+)ν] >< Ψ∗(−)[µ|B|Ψ(+)ν] > (24)
(144H × 144H)210(144H × 144H)210 =< Ψ∗(−)µ|BΓ[ρΓσΓλΓξ]|Ψ(+)µ >
· < Ψ∗(−)ν |BΓ[ρΓσΓλΓξ]|Ψ(+)ν > (25)
In the above Γµ (µ = 1, 2, ..., 10) are the SO(10) matrices which satisfy the Clifford algebra
{Γµ,Γν} = 2δµν (26)
and B is the SO(10) charge conjugation matrix
B =
∏
µ=odd
Γµ (27)
The explicit computations are done using the oscillator method[26, 27] and the techniques
developed in [24, 28, 29]. These techniques are field theoretic and the 144H(144H) plet in
this scheme is represented by a constrained vector spinors |Υ(±)µ > where one imposes the
constraint Γµ|Υ(±)µ >= 0. We carry out an explicit analysis and find
W
SB
= MQijP
j
i +
1
M ′
[
−λ451 +
1
6
λ210
]
QijP
j
iQ
k
lP
l
k
+
1
M ′
[
−4λ451 −
1
2
λ452 − λ210
]
QikP
k
jQ
j
lP
l
i,
(28)
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The minimization of W
SB
gives
< Qij > = q diag(2, 2, 2,−3,−3)
< Pij > = p diag(2, 2, 2,−3,−3), (29)
where q, p are constrained by
MM ′
qp
= 116λ451 + 7λ452 + 4λ210. (30)
B. Doublet-triplet splitting
We discuss now the doublet-triplet splitting. Our general philosophy is that we are
working within the context of a landscape scenario where a fine tuning to make the Higgs
doublet light is permissible[30, 31]. After spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry
discussed in the preceding section, one finds that the part of the superpotential that governs
the doublet-triplet splitting is given by
W
DT
=
{
4
5
M +
1
M ′
(
24
5
λ451 −
4
15
λ210
)
< Qmn >< P
n
m >
}
QiP
i
+
{
1
M ′
[
−4
5
λ452 −
32
15
λ210
]
< Qmj >< P
i
m >
}
QiP
j
+
{
M +
1
M ′
(
6λ451 −
1
3
λ210
)
< Qmn >< P
n
m >
}
QiPi
+
{
1
M ′
(
λ452
)
< Qmi >< P
j
m >
}
QiPj
+
{
−1
2
M +
1
M ′
(
λ451 −
1
6
λ210
)
< Qmn >< P
n
m >
}[
Qkij +
1
2
√
5
(
δki Qj − δkjQi
)]
×
[
P
ij
k +
1
2
√
5
(
δikP
j − δjkPi
)]
+
{
1
M ′
(
−1
2
λ452
)
< Qmi >< P
j
m >
}[
Qikl +
1
2
√
5
(
δikQl − δilQk
)]
×
[
Pklj +
1
2
√
5
(
δkjP
l − δljPk
)]
+
{
1
M ′
[(
8λ451 −
2
3
λ210
)
< Qim >< P
m
j >
]}[
Qkil +
1
2
√
5
(
δki Ql − δkl Qi
)]
×
[
P
lj
k +
1
2
√
5
(
δlkP
j − δjkPl
)]
. (31)
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In the limit when λ451 = 0 = λ452 , λ210 = 0, the Higgs doublets and triplets that pair up are
the following set
D1 : (Q
a,Pa); T1 : (Q
α,Pα)
D2 : (Qa,P
a); T2 : (Qα,P
α)
D3 : (Q˜a, P˜
a); T3 : (Q˜α, P˜
α)
T4 : (Q˜
α, P˜α). (32)
Here T1, T2, T3 are color triplet (anti-triplet) pairs which have charges Q = −1/3(1/3),
while T4 have charges Q = −4/3(4/3). Thus the pattern of color Higgs multiplets discussed
in Sec. III is reproduced here.
Mixings among the mutiplets occur when the couplings λ451 , λ452 , λ210 are non-zero. For
the Higgs doublet fields the doublet D1 is decoupled while the mixings that lead to the
doublets D2 and D3 are generated by the mass matrix
Qa Q˜a
Pa
P˜a


3
5
M + qp
M ′
(666
5
λ451 − 334 λ452 − 27310 λ210)
√
3
5
qp
M ′
(10λ451 +
5
4
λ452 − 56λ210)
√
3
5
qp
M ′
(10λ451 +
5
4
λ452 − 56λ210) −12M + qpM ′ (−74λ451 − 314 λ452 + 76λ210)

 . (33)
For the triplets, T1 and T4 are decoupled while T2 and T3 mix. The mixings that lead to
the Higgs triplets T2 and T3 are given by the mass matrix
Qα Q˜α
Pα
P˜α


3
5
M + qp
M ′
(696
5
λ451 − 92λ452 − 25715 λ210)
√
5
2
qp
M ′
(8λ451 + λ452 − 23λ210)
√
5
2
qp
M ′
(8λ451 + λ452 − 23λ210) −M + qpM ′ (−24λ451 − 132 λ452 − 3λ210)

 . (34)
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We represent the mass eigenstates by primed fields, and the primed fields may be expressed
in terms of the unprimed ones through the following transformation matrices
(Q′a,P′a)
(Q˜′a, P˜
′a)

 =

 cos ϑD sinϑD
− sinϑD cosϑD



(Qa,Pa)
(Q˜a, P˜
a)



(Q′α,P′α)
(Q˜′α, P˜
′α)

 =

 cos ϑT sin ϑT
− sinϑT cosϑT



(Qα,Pα)
(Q˜α, P˜
α)

 , (35)
where
tanϑD =
1
d3
(
d2 +
√
d2
2 + d3
2
)
tanϑT =
1
t3
(
t2 +
√
t2
2 + t32
)
, (36)
and where
d1 = −2
5
M +
qp
M ′
(
296
5
λ451 − 16λ452 −
392
15
λ210
)
d2 = −8
5
M +
qp
M ′
(
−1036
5
λ451 +
1
2
λ452 +
427
15
λ210
)
d3 = 2
√
3
5
qp
M ′
(
10λ451 +
5
4
λ452 −
5
6
λ210
)
, (37)
t1 = −2
5
M +
qp
M ′
(
576
5
λ451 − 11λ452 −
302
15
λ210
)
t2 = −8
5
M +
qp
M ′
(
−816
5
λ451 − 2λ452 +
212
15
λ210
)
t3 =
√
5
qp
M ′
(
8λ451 + λ452 −
2
3
λ210
)
. (38)
The mass eigenvalues are found to be
MD1 = M +
qp
M ′
(180λ451 + 9λ452 − 10λ210)
MD2,D3 =
1
2
(
d1 ±
√
d2
2 + d3
2
)
, (39)
and
MT1 = M +
qp
M ′
(180λ451 + 4λ452 − 10λ210)
MT4 = −M +
qp
M ′
(−84λ451 − 4λ452 + 2λ210)
MT2,T3 =
1
2
(
t1 ±
√
t2
2 + t32
)
. (40)
The above allow for making one pair of Higgs doublets light by a constraint while all the
Higgs triplets remain heavy.
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C. Matter-Higgs interactions
The 16-plet of matter can interact with 144-plet of Higgs only via quartic couplings. Here
we consider the following interactions{
ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
}
(16a´ × 16b´)10 (144c´ × 144d´)10{
ξ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
}
(16a´ × 16b´)10
(
144c´ × 144d´
)
10{
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
}
(16a´ × 16b´)126 (144c´ × 144d´)126{
λ
(45)
a´b´,c´d´
} (
16a´ × 144b´
)
45
(
16c´ × 144d´
)
45
,{
ζ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
}
(16a´ × 16b´)120 (144c´ × 144d´)120{
ξ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
}
(16a´ × 16b´)120
(
144c´ × 144d´
)
120{
λ
(54)
a´b´,c´d´
} (
16a´ × 144b´
)
54
(
16c´ × 144d´
)
54{
λ
(10)
a´b´,c´d´
}
(16a´ × 144b´)10 (16c´ × 144d´)10 ,
which contribute to the masses of quarks and leptons. Since these couplings are quartic they
are Planck scale suppressed. We assume that the first two generation masses arise from such
couplings while the third generation masses arise from cubic interactions. The quantities
within {} are parameters associated with the particular quartic couplings with which they
appear. The matter-Higgs quartic couplings can be decomposed in SU(5) representations
as follows
W4 =
5∑
i=1
W
(i)
4 . (41)
The explicit analysis of the couplings in its SU(5)× U(1) decomposed form is carrried out
using oscillator method[26, 27] and the techniques developed in [24, 28, 29]. The result of
the analysis is recorded in Appendix A. It was noted in [25] that much larger masses for the
third generation can be obtained if one allows for the mixings of the 16 plets of matter in
the third generation with 10 and 45 plets of matter. Thus one may have cubic couplings of
the type
(16.10.144H), (16.45.144H). (42)
We note in passing that the particle content of 10 and 45 of matter in its SU(2) ×
SU(3)C × U(1) decomposition is as follows: for the 10 plet of matter we have 10 =
(1, 1)(6) + (1, 3¯)(−4) + (2, 3)(1) while the 45-plet has the decomposition 45 = (2, 1)(3) +
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(1, 3)(−2) + (3, 3)(−2) + (1, 3¯)(8) + (2, 3¯)(−7) + (1, 6¯)(−2) + (2, 8)(3). An explicit compu-
tation of the couplings in SU(5) × U(1) decomposition using the techniques of [24, 28, 29]
gives
W
16×144×45 = f (45)
a´b´
[
1√
10
ǫijklmM
ij
a´ P
kF
(45)lm
b´
+
1√
2
ǫijklmM
ij
a´ P
kl
n F
(45)mn
b´
− 2
√
2Ma´iPjF
(45)ij
b´
+ ...
]
W
16×144×10 = f (10)
a´b´
[
− 1
2
√
10
M
ij
a´ QjF
(10)
b´i
+
1
2
√
2
M
ij
a´ Q
k
ijF
(10)
b´k
+ ...
]
. (43)
Using the above interactions, one can generate a realistic model of quark-lepton-neutrino
textures. However, a detailed analysis of the textures generated by the interactions above
and fits to the experimental data is outside the scope of this work. Here we focus on the
baryon and lepton number violating dimension five operators generated by the interactions
above and how they can be suppressed consistent with the current data.
D. Baryon and lepton number violating dimension-5 operators
Using Eqs.(53), (54), and (43) and inserting mass terms for triplets responsible for proton
decay, we find
WB&L = J
α
1 Pα +K1αQ
α +MT1Q
αPα
+ [J2α cosϑT + J3α sin ϑT]P
′α + [Kα2 cosϑT +K
α
3 sin ϑT]Q
′
α +MT2Q
′
αP
′α
+ [−J2α sin ϑT + J3α cosϑT] P˜′α + [−Kα2 sinϑT +Kα3 cos ϑT] Q˜′α +MT3Q˜′αP˜′α
+Jα4 P˜
′
α +K4αQ˜
′α +MT4Q˜
′αP˜′α. (44)
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Here we have defined
Jα1 = 2p
[
4
(
4ξ
(10)(+)
a´b´
− λ(45)
a´,b´
)(
ǫαβγDcLa´βU
c
Lb´γ
)
+
(
−16ξ(10)(+)
a´b´
− λ(45)
a´,b´
+ 5λ
(54)
a´,b´
) (
ELa´U
α
Lb´
+νLa´DαLb´
)]
−2
√
2f
(45)
33
(
−ǫαβγ (516)bcLβ (1045)tcLγ + (516)τL (1045)tαL + (516)νLτ (1045)bαL
)
,
K1α = 32q
(
ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´
+
2
15
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
)(
UcLa´αE
c
Lb´
− ǫαβγUβLa´DγLb´
)
,
J2α =
4p√
5
(
−4ξ(10)(+)
a´b´
+ λ
(45)
a´,b´
)(
UcLa´αE
c
Lb´
− ǫαβγUβLa´DγLb´
)
+2
√
2
5
f
(45)
33
(
(1016)tcLα
(1045)
τ
c
L +
(1016)
τ
c
L
(1045)tcLα + ǫαβγ
(1016)t
β
L
(1045)b
γ
L − ǫαβγ (1016)bβL (1045)tγL
)
,
Kα2 =
q√
5
[(
16ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´
+ 2λ
(10)
a´,b´
− 3
5
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
)(
ǫαβγDcLa´βU
c
Lb´γ
)
+
(
−16ζ (10)(+)
a´b´
+ 3λ
(10)
a´,b´
− 14
15
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
)(
ELa´U
α
Lb´
+νLa´DαLb´
)]
− 1
2
√
10
f
(10)
33
(
ǫαβγ (1016)tcLβ
(510)bcLγ +
(1016)tαL
(510)
τL +
(1016)bαL
(510)
νLτ
)
,
J3α = 20p
[(
4ξ
(10)(+)
a´b´
− λ(45)
a´,b´
) (
UcLa´αE
c
Lb´
)
+
(
−4ξ(10)(+)
a´b´
+ λ
(54)
a´,b´
)(
ǫαβγU
β
La´D
γ
Lb´
)]
+2
√
2f
(45)
33
(− (1016)tcLα (1045)τ cL + (1016)τ cL (1045)tcLα) ,
Kα3 = q
[(
−80ζ (10)(+)
a´b´
+
3
5
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
)(
ǫαβγDcLa´βU
c
Lb´γ
)
+2
(
40ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´
− 1
15
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
)(
ELa´U
α
Lb´
+νLa´DαLb´
)]
+
1
2
√
2
f
(10)
33
(
ǫαβγ (1016)tcLβ
(510)bcLγ − (1016)tαL (510)τL − (1016)bαL (510)νLτ
)
,
Jα4 = −8pλ
(45)
a´,b´
(
ǫαβγUcLa´βU
c
Lb´γ
)
− f (45)33
(
ǫαβγ (1016)tcLβ
(1045)tcLγ
)
,
K4α = −16q
15
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
(
DcLa´αE
c
Lb´
)
+
1√
2
f
(10)
33
(
(1016)
τ
c
L
(510)bcLα
)
. (45)
In the above a´, b´ etc stand for the first two generations while the third generation is explicitly
factored out and the fields denoted by their familiar symbols b, t, τ for the bottom quark,
top quark and for the τ lepton. We note that the currents J4 and K4 are similar to the tilde
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currents J˜ and K˜ discussed in Sec. III. Finally, integrating out the Higgs triplet fields in
Eq.(44), we obtain the usual RRRR and LLLL operators. These are exhibited in Appendix
B.
We now explore the conditions under which proton decay is suppressed. First all the terms
which contain tau do not contribute since proton cannot decay into a final state with a tau.
It is now easily checked that all the remaining LLLL and RRRR terms do not contribute
or cancel under the constraints
λ
(45)
a´b´,c´d´
= 4ξ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
, ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
= 0 = λ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
= ̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
. (46)
The cancellation condition of Eq.(46) involves the quartic couplings and thus the Planck
scale effects. A cancellation to reduce the proton decay amplitude by a factor of ten will
lead to extending the proton life time by a factor 102 and may be sufficient to suppress proton
decay to the current level of experiment for most models making them phenomenologically
viable. At the same time it leaves open the possibility that proton decay may be observed in
the next round of experiment[32]. For the case when the Q = −1/3(1/3) Higgsino exchange
is much more suppressed than the Q = −4/3(4/3) Higgsino exchange, there will be only
RRRR type operators and the dominant mode would be ν¯τK¯
+.
E. quark-lepton textures
The analysis presented above produces the quark lepton textures with the correct sizes.
The first two generation of masses arise in the above model from quartic couplings of matter
fields with the 144 and 144 Higgs fields[24], while the third generation masses arise from
cubic couplings involving 144 and 144 of Higgs and additional 10 and 45 plets of SO(10)
matter fields[25]. Below we show how the quartic couplings can generate the desired sizes for
the up quark, down quark, lepton and neutirno masses for the first two generations. Using
the decomposition of SO(10) couplings in terms of SU(5) couplings the up-quark masses
arise from the interactions
10M10M
24H
M
5H (47)
where the fields above are all in SU(5) representations. Similarly the down quark and lepton
masses arise from the interaction
10M 5¯M
24H
M
5¯H (48)
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The RR, LR and LL neutrino masses arise from the following terms
RR− ν mass : 1M1M 24H
M
24H
LR− ν mass : 5¯M1M 24H
M
(5H , 45H)
LL− ν mass : 5¯M 5¯M 5H
M
5H (49)
It is now easily seen that the right sizes for the quark-lepton masses for the first two gen-
erations can appear after 24H , 5H + 5¯H , 45H + 45H develop vacuum expectation values.
Additionally for the third generation one has cubic couplings which can generate relatively
large masses typical of third generation. The full analysis is rather involved and is outside
the scope of this paper.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed the mechanism where contributions from different
operators that contribute to the baryon and lepton number violating dimension 5 operators
tend to cancel producing an enhancement for the proton decay lifetime in supersymmetric
unified theories. The cancellation mechanism works when there are more than one
pair of Higgs triplets generating baryon and lepton number violating interactions, with
their Yukawa coupling having similar generational symmetry. We have discussed in this
paper three specific examples, two for the SU(5) case and the other for the SO(10)
case. For the SU(5) case we first considered a model with a Higgs sector consisting
of 5H + 5¯H , 24H , and 45H + 45H plets of Higgs. Here the 24H plet breaks the GUT
symmetry down to SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , and the Higgs doublets from the 5H + 5¯H
enter in the electroweak symmetry breaking, while the Higgs triplet fields from 5H + 5¯H
and from 45H + 45H generate baryon and lepton number violating interactions. It is
then shown that the baryon and lepton number violating contributions arising from
the exchange of Higgs triplets from the 45H + 45H can cancel the baryon and lepton
number contributions arising from the Higgs triplet exchange from the 5H + 5¯H when the
generational dependence of the Yukawa couplings of the 5H + 5¯H and of 45H + 45H are
similar. Next we considered an SU(5) example with only 5H + 5¯H and 24H of Higgs but
including Planck scale contributions . Here it is seen that one can produce the appropriate
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quark-lepton textures and a complete suppression of B&L violating dimension five operators.
For the SO(10) case, we consider a recently proposed model where a one step breaking of
SO(10) to SU(3)C×U(1)em can occur with a 144H+144H of Higgs. Here the decomposition
of 144H +144H contains automatically 45H +45H of Higgs in addition to 5H + 5¯H of Higgs.
The interactions of 144H + 144H with matter are at least quartic, but normal Yukawa type
coupling arise after spontaneous breaking when 144H + 144H develop VEVs. In addition
large 3rd generation masses can arise with cubic interactions when 10 + 45 of matter is
included. The analysis including all these interactions was carried out and baryon and
lepton number violating dimension 5 operators were computed. It is then found that simple
constraints suppress all LLLL and RRRR baryon and lepton number violating dimension
five operators. While we have illustrated the mechanism for three models, it is likely
applicable to a larger class in which the baryon and lepton number violating operators
arise from more than one source. The cancellation mechanism can allow for a complete or
partial suppression of proton decay, allowing for suppression consistent with the current
experimental limits while allowing for the possibility that proton decay may become visible
in the next round of nucleon stability experiments[32]. Finally, we have not addressed in
this work issues related to mass spectra for the heavy fields, gauge coupling unification, and
a detailed numerical fit to quark-lepton-neutrino mass textures. A detailed analysis of these
topics is outside the scope of this paper. These topics are worthy of further investigations.
Finally we note that recently there has been much further work on the interface of GUTs
and strings (see, e.g., Ref.[33] and the references therein) which make progress towards
the generation of realistic particle physics models. While some models are free of B&L
violating dimension five operators, others are not[33], and the cancellation mechanism may
play a role in making such models viable. More specifically, a class of string models which
would otherwise be eliminated by the experimental constraint on B&L violating dimension
five operators could become phenomenology admissible using the cancellation mechanism
proposed here. Further, as noted in Sec.(II) the quantum gravity corrections which were
introduced in Eqs.(4) and (5) could also be utilized for the suppression of dimension five
proton decay. However, a detailed analysis of this phenomenon is outside the scope of the
this paper.
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VII. APPENDICES
A. Matter -Higgs quartic couplings
In this appendix we give further details of the matter-higgs quartic couplings discussed
in Sec.(VC). Below we exhibit the results for W
(i)
4 (i=1-5) that appear in Sec.(VC). Our
analysis gives
W
(1)
4 = Ma´Mb´
{[
−λ(45)
a´c´,b´d´
+ λ
(54)
a´c´,b´d´
]
Pic´jP
j
d´i
+
4√
5
[
4
15
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+ λ
(10)
a´c´,b´d´
]
Qic´Qd´i
}
, (50)
W
(2)
4 = Ma´iMb´
{
1√
5
[
−3λ(45)
a´c´,b´d´
+ λ
(54)
a´c´,b´d´
+ 8ξ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+
8
3
ξ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
P
j
c´P
i
d´j
+2
[
−λ(45)
a´c´,b´d´
− λ(54)
a´c´,b´d´
+ 8ξ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+
8
3
ξ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
P
ij
c´kP
k
d´j
+2
[
16
5
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+ λ
(10)
a´d´,b´c´
− 8ζ (10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+
8
3
ζ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
Q
j
c´Q
i
d´j
}
, (51)
W
(3)
4 = Ma´iMb´jP
i
c´P
j
d´
[
1
4
(
λ
(45)
a´c´,b´d´
− 201
25
λ
(54)
a´c´,b´d´
)
− 1
4
(
5λ
(45)
a´d´,b´c´
− 9
5
λ
(54)
a´d´,b´c´
)
− 32
15
ξ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
, (52)
W
(4)
4 = M
ij
a´ Mb´j
{
2
[
−λ(45)
a´c´,b´d´
− λ(54)
a´c´,b´d´
+ 8ξ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+
8
3
ξ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
Pkc´iPd´k
+
1√
5
[
1
15
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+ 8ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+
8
3
ζ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
Qc´kQ
k
d´j
+2
[
1
15
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+ 8ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
− 8
3
ζ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
Qlc´ikQ
k
d´l
}
+Mija´ Mb´k
{
1√
5
[
4
15
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
− λ(10)
a´c´,b´d´
+
16
3
ζ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
Qc´jQ
k
d´i
+
4
3
[
−1
5
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+ 4ζ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
Qlc´ijQ
k
d´l
+2
[
−λ(45)
a´c´,b´d´
+ λ
(54)
a´c´,b´d´
]
Pkc´jPd´i
}
, (53)
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W
(5)
4 = ǫijklmM
ij
a´ M
kl
b´
{
2
[
2
15
̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+ ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
+
2
3
ζ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
Qnc´Q
m
d´n
+2
[
ξ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
]
P
p
c´nP
nm
d´p
− 1√
5
[
ξ
(10)(+)
a´b´,c´d´
]
Pmc´nP
n
d´
}
+ǫijklmM
in
a´ M
jk
b´
{[
−1
2
λ
(45)
a´c´,b´d´
− 1
2
λ
(54)
a´c´,b´d´
+
4
3
ξ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
P
p
c´nP
lm
d´p
+
1√
5
[
−λ(45)
a´c´,b´d´
+
4
3
ξ
(120)(−)
a´b´,c´d´
]
Plc´nP
m
d´
}
+
1
2
ǫijklmM
np
a´ M
ij
b´
[
λ
(45)
a´c´,b´d´
− λ(54)
a´c´,b´d´
]
Pkc´pP
lm
d´n
. (54)
B. Analysis of LLLL and RRRR dimension five operators
Below we exhibit the result of the analysis of LLL and RRRR dimension five operators.
These dimension five operators are gotten by integration over all the Higgs triplet fields.
W
dim−5
B&L =
III∑
g=I
(
W
(g)
R
+W
(g)
L
)
. (55)
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The index g above denotes whether the particular operator connects one (I), two (II) or
three (III) generations of fermions. The operators in Eq.(55) are defined through
W
(I)
R
= R(I) ǫαβγ (516)bcLα
(1016)tcLβ
(1016)tcLγ
(1016)
τ
c
L, (56)
W
(II)
R
= R
(II)
1 a´b´,c´d´
ǫαβγ DcLa´α U
c
Lb´β
UcLc´γ E
c
Ld´
+ R
(II)
2 a´b´,c´d´
ǫαβγ DcLa´α E
c
Lb´
UcLc´β U
c
Ld´γ
, (57)
W
(III)
R
= R
(III)
1 a´b´
ǫαβγ (516)bcLα
(1016)tcLβ U
c
La´γ E
c
Lb´
+ R
(III)
2 a´b´
ǫαβγ DcLa´α U
c
Lb´β
(1016)tcLγ
(1016)
τ
c
L
+ R
(III)
3 a´b´
ǫαβγ (516)bcLα
(1016)
τ
c
L U
c
La´β U
c
Lb´γ
+ R
(III)
4 a´b´
ǫαβγ DcLa´α E
c
Lb´
(1016)tcLβ
(1016)tcLγ, (58)
W
(I)
L
= L
(I)
1 ǫαβγ
(516)
τL
(1016)tαL
(1016)t
β
L
(1016)b
γ
L
+ L
(I)
2 ǫαβγ
(516)
νLτ
(1016)bαL
(1016)t
β
L
(1016)b
γ
L, (59)
W
(II)
L
= L
(II)
a´b´,c´d´
[
ǫαβγ ELa´ U
α
Lb´
U
β
Lc´ D
γ
Ld´
+ ǫαβγ νLa´ DαLb´ UβLc´ DγLd´
]
, (60)
W
(III)
L
= L
(III)
1 a´b´
[
ǫαβγ ELa´ ULb´α
(1016)t
β
L
(1016)b
γ
L + ǫαβγ νLa´ DαLb´ (1016)tβL (1016)bγL
]
+ L
(III)
2 a´b´
ǫαβγ
(516)
τL
(1016)tαL U
β
La´ D
γ
Lb´
+ L
(III)
2 a´b´
ǫαβγ
(516)
νLτ
(1016)bαL U
β
La´ D
γ
Lb´
. (61)
The coefficients L and R are defined in Tables 1 and 2. In computing them we have limited
ourselves to one generation of 144 + 144 plet of Higgs. Thus the couplings with 120 plet
mediation which are anti-symmetric in the generation indices vanish.
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Table 1 : Definition of parameters in Table 2
A
cos2 ϑT
MT2
+ sin
2 ϑT
MT3
B
sin2 ϑT
MT2
+ cos
2 ϑT
MT3
C
(
1
MT2
− 1
MT3
)
cos ϑT sinϑT
X1a´b´ 8p
(
4ξ
(10)(+)
a´b´
− λ(45)
a´,b´
)
X2a´b´ 2p
(
−16ξ(10)(+)
a´b´
− λ(45)
a´,b´
+ 5λ
(54)
a´,b´
)
X3a´b´ 20p
(
−4ξ(10)(+)
a´b´
+ λ
(54)
a´,b´
)
Y1a´b´ 32q
(
ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´
+ 215̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
)
Y2a´b´
q√
5
(
16ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´
+ 2λ
(10)
a´,b´
− 35̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
)
Y3a´b´
q√
5
(
−16ζ (10)(+)
a´b´
+ 3λ
(10)
a´,b´
− 1415̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
)
Y4a´b´ q
(
−80ζ (10)(+)
a´b´
+ 35̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
)
Y5a´b´ 2q
(
40ζ
(10)(+)
a´b´
− 15̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
)
Table 2 : Coefficients of LLLL and RRRR baryon and lepton number violating dimension five operators
R
(I) f
(10)
33 f
(45)
33 sin θub cos θut
[(
−15A− B+ 2√5C
)
sin θuτ cos θut +
(
−15A+ B+ 1√2
1
MT4
)
cos θuτ sin θut
]
R
(II)
1 a´b´,c´d´
− 1
MT1
X1a´b´Y1c´d´ +
[(
1
2
√
5
A− 52C
)
Y2a´b´ +
(
1
2
√
5
C− 52B
)
Y4a´b´
]
X1c´d´
R
(II)
2 a´b´,c´d´
−12815 pqMT4 ̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
λ
(45)
a´,b´
R
(III)
1 a´b´
2
√
2 1
MT1
f
(45)
33 cos θub sin θut Y1a´b´ − f
(10)
33
(
1
20
√
2
A+ 5
4
√
2
B− 3
2
√
10
C
)
sin θub cos θut X1a´b´
R
(III)
2 a´b´
f
(45)
33
{[(
2
√
2
5A− 2
√
2C
)
Y2a´b´ +
(
2
√
2
5C− 2
√
2B
)
Y4a´b´
]
cos θut sin θuτ
+
[(
2
√
2
5A+ 2
√
2C
)
Y2a´b´ +
(
2
√
2
5C+ 2
√
2B
)
Y4a´b´
]
sin θut cos θuτ
}
R
(III)
3 a´b´
−4√2 p
MT4
f
(10)
33 sin θub cos θuτ λ
(45)
a´,b´
R
(III)
4 a´b´
16
15
q
MT4
f
(45)
33 cos θub sin θuτ ̺
(126,126)(+)
a´b´
L
(I)
1 −f (10)33 f (45)33
(
1
5A+
1√
5
C
)
sin(θvb + θvt) sin θvτ cos θvt
L
(I)
2 −f (10)33 f (45)33
(
1
5A+
1√
5
C
)
sin(θvb + θvt) sin θvντ cos θvb
L
(II)
a´b´,c´d´
1
MT1
X2a´b´Y1c´d´ − Y3a´b´
(
1
2
√
5
AX1c´d´ + CX3c´d´
)
− Y5a´b´
(
1
2
√
5
CX1c´d´ + BX3c´d´
)
L
(III)
1 a´b´
2
√
2
5f
(45)
33
(
AY3a´b´ + CY5a´b´
)
sin(θvb + θvt)
L
(III)
2 a´b´
2
√
2 1
MT1
f
(45)
33 cos θvτ sin θvt Y1a´b´ − f
(10)
33
[(
1
20
√
2
A+ 1
4
√
10
C
)
X1a´b´ +
(
1
2
√
2
B+ 1
2
√
10
C
)
X3a´b´
]
sin θvτ cos θvt
L
(III)
3 a´b´
2
√
2 1
MT1
f
(45)
33 cos θvντ sin θvb Y1a´b´ − f
(10)
33
[(
1
20
√
2
A+ 1
4
√
10
C
)
X1a´b´ +
(
1
2
√
2
B+ 1
2
√
10
C
)
X3a´b´
]
sin θvντ cos θvb
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